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(Continued. )

Again, the genera Citheronia and Eacles are a South American
element in our fauna, while the typical Attacine, such as Actias, probably
belong to the Old World element in our fauna, together with all our
Platfiteryginre. Among the Harvk Moths the genera Philamlelus and
Phlegetltontius are of probable South American extraction, though repre-
sented rlow by certain strictly North American species. Mr. Robert
Bunker, writing from R<-lchester, N. Y., records the fact that Philampelus
Pandorus, going into chrysaiis Augnst r, came out Sept. ro as a moth,
showing that in a warmer climate the species would become doublg-
brooded. And this is undoubtedly the case with many species the farther
we go South, where insect activities are not interrupted so long and so
strictly by the cold of winter. Since the continuance of the pupal con-
dition is influenced by cold, a diminishing seasonal temperature for ages
may have originally affected, if not induced, the transformatibns of insects
as a whole. Butterflies and Moths which are single brooded in the North
become double brooded in the South. The winter is the season during
which the activities of insects cease and the existence of Lepidoptera
becomes artificially lengthened by the intervening of the cold. Prema-
ture hibernation is a relic of the time when the winters were longer than
at present; this habit is seen in the case of the larve of several species
of Butterflies, and is otherwise inexplicable. Again, the Notodontid
genrs Alsatelodes is of a Southern type of this Sub-family of the Spinners,
while Datana is descended ultimately from 'Iertiary Arctic forms. In
these two cases the genera have probably gradually become distinct from
their allies; nevertheless the relationship to existing genera in South
America and Europe may be plainly traced. The foreign elements in our
Moth-farrna overlap those which may be considered North American

?er se.

From studies of this nature, here briefly summarized and but partiaily
displayed, the Science of Entomology derives an importance not discern-
able when it is limited to a mere sorting of species classified after their
variety and their value according to the collection. It is part of the task
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which the intellect perceives to await accomplishment after a mass of work
has been performed in recognising the different kinds. It is hardly
advanced by the use of difficult language and the employment of abstruse
terms ; for my orvn part f have always tried to use plain English in the
proportion as. I seemed really to understand the subject I had in hand,
and, without in any rvay undervaluing the use of proper scientific terms,
I think that rvritings on our Butterflies aud Moths are occasionally over-
loaded with them, to the detrinrent of the clear understanding of the
subject. We are here facing the one simple probiem of the ancestry of
our present species and in explaining the existence of the different elements
in our fauna, and in trying to sort a few of our leading genera, I have

aimed at making the subject clear and attractive, if f could, rather than
at expressing myself in a simply technical manner. After the first passion

for possessing rare or fine specimens has become blunted, the deeper
problems connected with these bear.rtiful and interesting insects obtain a

hoid on the mind, exercising a more controlling fascination as they lead
to wider results. I have been especially struck lvith the fact that so many
leading genera, e.g., Catocala, do not cross the Equator, being confined
to the Northern Hemisphere, as also that there is perhaps, on the whole,

between the different faune, from East to West, a greater general resem-

blance than from North to South. The hot central Equatorial Region
evidently precludes the passage of certain genera,.notlvithstanding its

fecundity in peculiar forms. And notwithstanding physical barriers, such

as oceans and mountains, there seems to have been a transference through
changes in climate on isothermal lines around the globe. All these matters

are very interesting to speculate upon, and the cotlmon mistake of setting

up an hypothesis and then treating it five minutes afterwards as a fact as

old and well established as the hills, I have myself often' no doubt, fallen

into. But I have always relied on my friends to correct my mistakes in
print, a matter they have ever promptly attended to, so that' in some

sense, I feel quite secure in my statements, rvhich, if they are likely to be

true, rvill be " absorbed," and, if they are not, rviil be " corrected," myself

abused and the public disabused by the operation.

The subject of geographical distribution is, as I have said, best studied

in connection with the topography of the country. In this connection the

two principal drainages of the country, the Mississippi and its tributaries,

and the chain of the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence, must be taken

into corlsideration. Valleys and rvater cotlrses have attracted and furthered
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the propagation of animals, and assisted the development of the civiliza-

tion of man. In America we have evidence of the former eSistence of
human societies along the Ohio River, and to whatever bra4ch of historical

studies we may betake ourselves, the topography of the country must

supply the foundations and become fixed in our minds. It is the scaffold-

ing upon which is displayed the picture of animated Nature. After the

physical features; the prevailing winds, the amount of rainfall, the aaerage

rvarmth must be observed. Early in my studies I became interested in

the migrations of the Lepidoptera in North America. A yearly zoological

wave sets in from the tropics and carries upon its crest numbers of light-
winged Moths, which eventualiy range up olrr entire coast, and are found

in Maine in the autumn. The summer, that pulse of the year, the length

of whose recurrir.rg beat is at once the measure of the ,time elapsed since

the culmination of the last ice period, gives us a prevaiiing northward

direction for the winds that srveep the North American continent' They

offer aerial paths along which numbers of feathery rvinged moths are hur-

ried. They distinctly aid the dispersal of the Cotton Moth, for instance,

and on the coast of Georgia it comes earlier or later as the south wind has

blown fitfully or steadily. We have wind visitors on our shores during
the whole season, some of which become citizens for a time by breeding
intermittently within our territory.

All natural barriers succeed to some extent in producing more or

less local variation in flora and fauna, andlocal variation ends, in connec-

tion with the climate, in producing distinct species. The species of moths

inhabiting islands, or confined between rnountain chains, often show dis-

tinctive features in color, size and markings. From lvhat I have seen I
think that Thyatira Pudens,)( found on Anticosti, has become grayer, the

pink spots less vivid than on the main land; the darkening by mixing of
color, noticeable in Polar species, has here taken place. Many other
instances occur to me in lvriting, but it is sufficient here to refer to local
variation as affording an interesting part of the study of Lepidoptera.

After a certain phase of variation has been attained it seems probable

that interbreeding stops, and that, were the original form introduced, it
would coutinue breeding side by side and rvithout intermingling with the

* This variety is worthy of a distinct name, and in my seconcl Check List of N.
Am. Noct, (MSS,) I have called lt Anticostiensis, The moth is grayer, more hoary,

the pink color has faded. Mr. Wm. Couper has taken this form on the island.
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local form, until finaily succumbing to the same irrfluences. A good deal
of what we are now warranted in assuming, is merely reasonable con-
jecture in default of experiment, but more and more facts are becoming
known, all tending to throw light on the origin of species, and in this
progress the study of Butterflies and Moths has proved of the greatest
assistance to naturalists and philosophers.

As a special illustration of the study of the probable origin of our
North American fauna I may attempt a brief discussion of the genera
of our Hawk Moths, and present some tables of the different categories.
We have seen that there are three proximate sources for our fauna. r,
Descendants of an Arctic Tertiary fauna. This fauna was forced south-
ward and apart by the last Glacial Epoch, the species descend.ing into
Central Asia, Southern Europe, and the American tropical and. sub-
tropical region. This category includes species now identical in Europe
and America, and which have not been introduced by commerce in his-
torical times, while these latter form a distinct sub-category. z, Descend-
ants of the North American Tertiary fauna, the members of which latter
occupied about the same iimits that their descendants do t.o-day, probably
they ranged further to the North. 3, Descendants of an immigration from
the South, This stream is still of yearly occurrence. A colony, as we
have seen, has been planted in south Florida from the west Indies and
south America. Probably aiso, on the decline of the rce period, certain
species of south American origin settled permanently and became modi-
fied by their residence in the regained territory. This category includes
forms permanently domiciled and also s'ch as visit us merery during the
summer and do not survive the winter. As belonging to the first category
in the Sphingide we have the gems l{emarzs, which in Europe has only
two species, but with us from 12 to 15. (The series Tenuis, Dffinis,
Marginalis and A*i//aris, ranging frbm Canada to Texas, have probably
the same origin as the European Fuct'ormis. And we have a distinct
sub-genus, I{aemorr/tagia, which contains at least two distinct species,
Thltsbe and -Fuscicaudis. If lve are to believe Mr. Hulst, (.Informis is a
dimorphic form of Thysbe, differing, as I pointed out, by the evenness of
the inner edge of the terminal band of primaries. Now the typical series
of fotrr species of E{emaris, above mentioned, differ from each other in
much the same way. Irt Tenuis the band is narrowest, tapering to anal
angle, being eaen inwardLy and the usual red apical spot wanting, or at
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best only the faintest indication. In Dffinis the spot is distinct and the
inner edge is very slightly uneaen. It Marginalis the inner edge is regu-
larly dentate on the interspaces. In A*illaris the dentations are irregu-
lar, some very deep and long, while the red spot has become almost a
band, extending over the inferior interspaces. ln Eaemorchagio thebody
proportions are slightly modified and the band is all claret red. In T/zltsbe
the inner edge of the band is dentate. In LInifurmis it is even. I have
described and figured both sexes of tsufaloenszi, a smailer form agreeing
with Uniformzs by the evenness of the band, while the cell is so filled in
as to obsctrre the bar inferiorly. Now if Bufaloensis is only a starved or
small Unifurmis,why do we not find starved or small T/rysbe with the
band dentate ? Similarly if Floridensis is a stuffed or large Llnifornis,
why is the shape of the band itself modified P Clearly we do not as yet
know everything about these insects. lVe must experiment and breed
them, 'without prejudice or desire to make more or less species thdn there
really are. Mr. Lintner has, f believe, described the larva of Bufaloensis.
We must not expect very great differences in the larvee of these forms,
but if they differ from each other and breed true, then they are good
species. Mr. Hulst says Tlzltsbe does not breed true, but occasionally
produces Uniformis, and this we must accordingly accept. But it is not
shown tlrat Bufaloensis or Floridensis are so produced, or that Mr. Hulst
knows these forms. I would recommend him to read and study our
original papers and figures, which, of Bufaloensis, are very excellent, but,
if I recollect right, the artist made a mistake in color in the abdomen of
-Floridensis.) Our next genus to Eemaris fails into our third category.
The species of Aellopos are of South American origin. Our next Eastern
genus, Le1lisesia, is probably of North American origin and falls into the
second category, but as to this I need further studies of the allied Euro-
peat Pterogon @not/t.erca But the following genera are deciciedly North
American in their origin, Amp/zion, T/tyreus and. Deidamia, while Eryto
is again South American. The two Californian genera, Euilroserpinus
and Arctonotas, are, the first allied to the European Macroglossum Ste//a-
tarunt, whiie the second is sui generis and decidedly American.' There
remains, in this s,ub-familv, the genus Cautet/tia to examine. This is un-
doubtedly South or Central American in its origin. The moth Cautethia
Grotei is found in Florida and also in Cuba; thus it is a member of the
Florida colony of which I have spoken, while the two other species, /Iar-
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tuiforruis and S?ttria, are found in Saint Domingo and Mexico respec-
tively Dr. Herrich-Schaeffer mistakenly identifies the Cuban species

Grotei of Mr. Edrvards, rvith lValker's Aloctuifortnzi, and in my papers on
the Cuban Hat'k Moths I followed him. In the second sub-family, the
Clterocaml\itzz, rve have the genus Deile//zila decidedly belonging to our
fir'st category. Ilele the position of Eemaris is reversed. We have but
trvo species of Deilephila in America, representing the Galii and Liaor-
n.ica of Europe; lvhile, in Enrope, a number of species have descended
from the common Tertiary progenitor of both the American and European
forms. The remaining genera, except Ezteryx, are decidedly South
American in character. Our trvo more Northem common forms of P/til-
am1lelus have long been settled in our territory. Pachylia and Argens
are South American, even as to species, the latter being a summer bird of
passage. It the Smeri.nt/rini we have, as a whole, descendants flom an
Arctic Tertiary fauna, but certain of the forms probably are strictiy
belonging to our second category, such as Cressonia and Paonias. Snzer-

int/tus proper is only Californian, and Calasltmbolus has probably an
Asiatic species, I{indermanii, which I have never seen. Triptogon is
decidedly a descendant of an Arctic Tertiary genus, which in Asia is
represented by many species. 'I'he fourth group of the S2/ringida is not
represented in Nor-th An.rerica. Ac/zerontia is probably descended from
Tertiary Old World ancestors rvhich equally probably never occurred in
No::tir America. The fifth group, the S?lzingini, is interesting from the
mixture of genera of different origin. While the Smerinthini do not seem

to cross the Equator, in the New World at least, the Sp/tirzginrc are widely
spread, so that their origin is an interesting study. The forms of purely
Nolth American descent and belonging to orir second category, are

Ceratomia, Dolba, Elletna and Exedriullx, genera" with single peculiar
species, if l.e except Ellema, rvhich, with its unspotted abdomen, contains
three doubtfullydistinct species and is not unlikelyderived from f{ltloicus.
I cannot believe we have to do rvith an aberrant Smerinthoid form, not-
rvithstanding what Prof. Fernaid seems to think about it. 'fhe genus

S1:/tinx deserves careful study. It seems to me that the European Sp/tinr
ligustri is a true Sphinx, and in this regrrd our species depart a little
from the type and are numerous, while in Europe there is only one, the
Europcan Conaoluuli being, in my opinion, referable to P/tlegethotttius.
But this latter genus is decidedly South American in its character, and to
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this category I would refer the remaining genera, Diladia, Ampltoqt* (a
Florida colonist) and Dilo!/totlota, tvhile Ey/oicus belongs to the first
category. Darentma, with its three species,' Llndulosa, CataQre and
Eagenii, may be rather strictly North American. Its nearest ally is the
tropicai Syzygia Alflicta (Cuba) and Pamp/tilius (Surinam). The
rough, mixed gray, sometimes greenish, stolt S4h'ingila belonging to the
.genera Diludia, Syzygia and Daremma (as also ,4[acrosila tetrio) are
South American and tropical in their general character. They approach
?/tleget/aontius in structure and ornamentation, and the series culminates
in the gigantic species belonging to Poey's verydistinct gents, Am!/tonyx.

When we study the Canadian fauna we see that the South American
forms tend to become rarer and drop ont, rvhereas the forms of European
affinity and strictly North American in character, persist. The condition
of our preserit knowledge warrants the hope that we shall before long
attain complete information as to the range of our Harvk Moths, and, by
the aid of strict, unprejudiced studies of their structure, comparative with
the South American and European forms, arrive at nearly exact conclu-
sions as to the origin and progress of this most interesting family of
Moths.

The conciusions, though entirely preliminary and tentative, which I
have reached, as above, concerning ow Sphingidre, and which in detail I
am willing to correct from further evidence, sholv us at least how deep-
reaching the study of the origin of our fauna is, and what vast questions
attend the subject of Geographical Distribution. It cannot be doubted
that the study of our fauna, pursued in this .way, gains in importance.
The small links in the chain of eternal causation must be delicately
handled and much rnust remain a matter of opinion, but ahvays of intelli-
gent opinion Dogmatism is ridiculously out of place in all scientific
studies, and nolvhere is it more absurdiy useless than in dealing rvith But-
terflies and Moths, these frail structures which have hardly left an impres-
sion behind for all the eons they have flitted about this globe. Sipping
the honey from the flower-cups, they have found their sudden grave most
often in the stomach of some insectivorous vertebrate, and this may in
one way account for the few fossils we find of them. But a variety of
causes coutribute to this result, and the irnperfection of the geologicai or
palaeontological record with regard to the Lepidoptera, entirely prevents
.our making tables of descent, such as have been prepared for so many of
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the vertebrates by modern science. \Ve are thrown for our sllrmises upon
the structure of existing forms, and this very alluring study I have
endeavored to give a sketch of in the present chapter. I repeat what I
have often said, that only by such views of the Lepidoptera, such,higher
uses to which we may put our knowledge and observations, do'we reiieve
the study from the charge of triviality, a mere sorting and arranging of
objects which is pursued by some even to the elimination of resthetic
amusement and pleasure, and degenerates into a mere storing up of speci-
mens rare and difficult to obtain, and panders to the strictly selfish pas-

sions of the human heart.

(To be Continued.)

NOTE ON AGROTIS HOSPITALIS.

BY A, R. GROTE,

Having recently, through the kindness of Mr. W. W. Hill, the well
known Lepidopterist, been able to carefully compare my type of /tospitalis
with a series of Agrotis 1lerconflua Gr., f believe we have to do wittr a

variety of this latter species differing by the black marked t. a. line, the

black edging on costal region of t. p. iine, the more suffttsed and deeper

color. The insects are structurally identical, and although variation in
these points is not usual (I have not met with it), yet the perfect corre-

spondences in other points carry the conviction that in /tos1litalis from
Lewis Co., N. Y., we have only a form of perconl7ua, These more

northern forms of the genus, viz., Eilliana, coniflua, perconl7tta, and
rubifera, are related to our comrnon New York species, A. P/ty//01/tora,
and the Californian A. Rosaria, as well as to several European species of
the genus Agrotis.




